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COSMIC AWARENESSis the Force that expressed Itself throw h Jesus of Nazareth theBuddha, Kristine, Mohammed, Edgar Cayee an d
other gt~rreat avatar] who served ax 'Channels' for the `Heavenly Father' and who monks &Taro today as the world beginsLo enter the New Ageidlnv throug h ugh carefuthr trained channels The Info :of ap tual consciousness and awarcnoba . Since 1962 Cosmic Awareness has been connuunieet _
oration contained herein was received from deep su

	

onecious trance levels and 'interpreted' y an entity affiliated with C .A .C. Thi s
information is for those who desire to help in b '

	

g in the New Age. Throughout the thousands of 'Readings ' given through these channels ,
Cosmic Awarenesstells us not to believe anything, but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel ,what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and mugged. Neither C.A.C., the Aqquaxtan Church of Universal Service,or the Interppret .
Paul Shockley is responsible for anything Cosine Awarenessmay state in any of these readings, nor doer C.A .C. or Nail Shocley noceaaaru y
believe or agree with the statements of Cosmic 1,wareneas . Paul interprets the energies as he secs them hi trance levels and is {rot personallyresponsible for what is said .Members of C.A.C. are invited to send in questions of general interest to ask Awarenessfor posaibie publication .

Paul Shock, : y
'Prance--Interprete r

(Opening Message, C .A .C . Gen . aeading )
May 9, 1980

COSMIC AWARENESS:

This Awareness indicates there are situations wherein entities may find themselves having to choose whether
:o take the path of none-resistance or whether to resist . This Awareness indicates that in the Law of Love, i t
ias been given that `love follows the course of least resistance. ' This Awareness indicates this being so.

This Awareness indicates however, that the implication of the meaning of following the course of least resist-
ace may not be fully understood by entities, and therefore could create difficulties through such misunderstar
g.
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This Awareness indicates that for example, an entity may wish to express an action which you can clearly se e
would bring about great problems, difficulties or very damaging results . This Awareness , indicates that wherei n
you look at this situation and the entity's desire for such expression, and you think in terms of the Law of Love ,
the reference to following the course of least resistance, you may feel that the Law of Love is saying to you,
"Don't resist this entity or this entit y 's expression. Simply allow the entity to express himself or herself, becaus e
this is the easiest way for you and leads to the least resistance by you, and therefore is an expression of love . "

This Awareness indicates that this may not be the proper expression of love, for often the course of least res-
istance is not in surrendering or in allowing others to have their expression even though you know this expressio n
is damaging. Often the course of least resistance is found in confronting the situation at the earliest possible time ,
before the great problem has its chance to overwhelm you or others after its initial expression .

This Awareness indicates for example, an automobile sitting at the top of a hill wherein the brakes go out, an d
you wish to resist its movement down the hill : this can be stopped most easily before it gets its momentum start-
ed by simply throwing a rock under the wheel . This Awareness indicates that a more difficult action might be to
allow the automobile to roll on down the hull, smashing into whatever, and facing the consequences for that act -
ion ; then blaming the Law of Love by saying that you took the path of least resistance . This Awareness indicate s
that of course, you face the resistance to all the consequences that follow which, in fact, turns out to the path of
most resistance .

This Awareness indicates that likewise in relation to an entity, the expression of love does not necessarily mea n
that you must allow that entity to push you around in a non-resisting fashion, overwhelming you or your loved
ones or others . This Awareness indicates the path of least resistance may require that you speak out to that entit y
in a way whereby the entity discovers itself and the error of its way, even as you resist it not, because of you r
verbal confrontation .

This Awareness indicates the path of least resistance may not require physical resistance when verbal resistanc e
is possible, may not require verbal resistance if mental or psychic resistance is possible . This Awareness indicate s
that in some cases you may need to express emotional resistance in order to avoid facing other types of resistance .

This Awareness indicates that essentially what the Law of Love means, is to find that way of dealing with th e
situation which requires the least resistance in order to neutralize the greatest problems caused by the action. This
Awareness suggests that the Law of Love as that which does not use a sledge hammer to get a point across when
a simple statement could do so ; does not require that you attack an enemy with your physical might when negot-
iations are possible . This Awareness indicates that it does not necessarily mean that to express love you must be -
come a masochist and allow others to torture or walk over you . This Awareness indicates that this might not eve n
be healthy for those who would walk over you or torture you, and your surrender could well be a form of encour-
agement which, in time, could lead them to great problems and difficulties .

This Awareness suggests that sometimes it is necessary to express love in a firm voice, in a firm way, guidin g
and directing or even shouting and forcing an entity to look at what he or she is doing. This Awareness indicate s
for example, if an entity were contemplating suicide or violence toward another, it might be necessary for you t o
become extremely outraged or even physical with the entity to prevent this action, and that action of yours may
be an expression of love .

This Awareness indicates that the entity who simply states, "Oh, you wish to commit suicide . Well, 1 will no t
resist you because I love you ." This Awareness indicates this is an absurdity, and obviously is not an expressio n
of love.

This Awareness indicates that there can be confusion regarding the statements involved in the Law of Love, i f
this is not fully understood . This Awareness indicates that wherein you express yourself, meeting each urgenc y
in a way whereby you deal with the urgency with the least amount of resistance necessary to bring about th e
harmony desired and the neutralization of that urgency, this is the expression of love .

WHAT ABOUT KILLING iN SELF-DEFENSE ?

QUESTION :

A related question on this from N .S . of ()rem, Utah . . "Awareness states in `Revelations of Awareness ', 80-14 ,
that every individual has a cosmic right to defend themselves against violation . So killing others under these
conditions is justified, whether by gunfire or whatever, so long as it is in self-defense . If we are capable of apply-
ing the Law of Love, when would this ever be applicable, or is the method determined on a consciousness level ?"

COSMIC AWARENESS :
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This Awareness indicates that it does not advocate that entities kill another to save themselves. This Aware-
ness indicates that It is stating essentially that you use the least amount of resistance, the least amount of force
in order to bring about,tl e,greatest amount,of harmony .

This Awareness indicates that if an entity intends to kill you, and the least amount of force available to you to
prevent this action is to render that entity unconscious, then you have the right to do so. This Awareness indicates
that if the least amount of force available to you to prevent the entity from killing you is to injure that entity ,
then this would be appropriate .

This Awareness indicates that if the least possible action in preventing the entity from destroying you woul d
be to destroy that entity, then you do not necessarily have the right, but that the action would not necessarily be
the wrong action either .

This Awareness indicates there
would be an establishment of karm a
between yourself and that entit y
which would, in time, need to b e
confronted in one life or another .

This Awareness indicates that if
you used greater force than was nec-
essary and destroyed another, even
though that other could have been
rendered harmless with less force, then
you have created a wrong action.

This Awareness indicates that where-
in an entity harms another accidentall y
or harms one with greater harm than
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intended, this is a mitigating circumstanc e
which may be modifying to the situation .

	

~
This Awareness indicates that it is not as
strong as a deliberate action, and therefore not as

	

€ ,
wrong. This Awareness indicates that an accidental harm to
another is not excusable simply because it was accidental, but it is not as strong or wrong as a deliberate harm.

This Awareness indicates that It suggests entities to not put themselves in a position wherein they would b e
likely or possibly subjected to a situation which could conceivably or probably lead to violence. This Awareness
suggests that entities look ahead at the ramifications of a situation ; and wherein, observing the ramifications, ent-
ities see that these actions could lead toharm, could lead to violence, could lead to conflict or difficulties whic h
are not conducive to a healthy and harmonious spiritual life, this Awareness suggests that entities then avoid
moving in that direction .

This Awareness indicates however, that wherein entities find themselves in a situation wherein an early confron-
tation can prevent greater confrontation or greater conflict or can prevent violence at a later time, then entitie s
are spiritually obligated to face the confrontation at the earliest convenience before the problems become mag-
nified, leading to violence or greater conflict .

This Awareness indicates that wherein an entity must take action of a violent nature to preserve the life of
others, (this Awareness indicates for example wherein a loved one is being threatened and the lives of your family
or other loved ones are endangered), then you have the right to take the least amount of effort, use the least
amount of force necessary to prevent those loved ones from being harmed.

This Awareness indicates the question then arises, whatwould be necessary?

This Awareness indicates that if you use too little force, you might find yourself the victim, and your famil y
or loved ones still being violated. Therefore, this Awareness suggests that this becomes a personal question, where-
in each entity must weigh within his or her own conscience to determine what would be the least amount of forc e
that would preserve the lives of your loved ones.

This Awareness indicates that the question may arise regarding concepts of group preservation or national pres-
ervation or national security . This Awareness indicates that wherein an entity is led by the actions of another, so
that the other puts one in a position of being forced to commit violence, or leads one to a position whereby th e
entity might be forced to commit violence, this Awareness indicates that entity has a right not to follow tha t
leader, if the entity sees in principle that the actions are wrong and will lead to violence and there is some othe r
path toward peace.
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all your money and material possessions. The Kingdom of God is the "Pearl of Great Price" for which a true
seeker will sell out all he has if need be, even his pride, self-centeredness, and ego. The calling of God does not
always come sugar-coated and giftwrapped. The calling of God may be ferocious and terrible, manifestin g
calamity after calamity until the ego finally begins to crack and yield . You may even end up penniless and on
skid row, or in a psychiatric lock-up--yet filled with the riches of the Universe, the Treasure beyond price . The
serenity of pure surrender to God transcends all outer circumstances . That is how Paul and Silas were able to
laugh and sing and ecstatically praise God even while they were locked up in prison.

Such austerities and sacrifices as these might not literally come to pass, yet on the other hand they may.
'There has to be the willingness to sacrifice all, and do it if need be, lust as Abraham was willing to sacrifice
his son Isaac. This principle of "to will and to do," the willingness to literally sacrifice all in life, is the pric e
of Reality and God-Realization . So simple, yet so hard for entities to "Let go and let God." Entities want t o
cling to everything but God, apparently not feeling that God is actually real or that His providence will tak e
care of them as it does the liliesand the sparrows.

All it takes to `let go'--to sever all ties and dependencies temporarily and step out purely on faith, trustin g
the Unseen Hand to be your staff and guide. When your motive toward God is pure, that Unseen Providenc e
is always there, manifesting your daily needs in ways that would seem miraculous . That is how the Apostles
traveled, "without script or purse" . And that is how St. Francis traveled all over Italy many times . It is thi s
great Comforter, your own High Self, the ever-present Christ of the Universe, who said, "Fear not, for I wil l
never leave you nor forsake you." All it takes is the attitude of pure [surrender, pure love toward the Divin e
Will, the willingness to trust, follow, and obey the Inner Voice, whatever the cost, whatever the journey . Thi s
alone is Reality, the divine birthright of every human .

(There are some entities who are already established in the Divine Will without being particularly aware o f
it . Their attunement is on the inner planes, their sacrifice having been accomplished in a past life. The out-
ward evidence is simply the harmony, the fulfillment, and the satisfaction with what they're doing in this life .
To these entities, their work is their sacrament, and their life is their meditation . Such entities, already estab-
lished in Grace (they may be Wanderers, or members of the avataric group), are able to fulfill their life's call-
ing without a lot of Yogas or disciplines . ]

But to most entities, the Path exacts a heavy price, the "spiritual surgery " of the crucifixion, the cuttin g
loose from all that is unreal, from all that is not God . Yet, the pain of the crucifixion and the rigors of sacrif-
ice are a light burden compared to endless rounds of rebirth on the wheel of karma. The temporary pain o f
sacrifice was common to all who have ever trod this path. There is no valley so deep nor mountain so high
that is not the common heritage of all the Sons and Daughters of. God. But the sacrifice, the surrender to
God, whether now or 100 lifetimes from now, is the highest and quickest road to Reality---ending the tread -
mill of karma and rebirth, ending the Luciferian experiment .

**aa,*** *

Jan, 2, 1981

Dear. Folks . . .this channeling just came through, and it indicated that it should be sent as the main body of th e
letter . The other channelings in this batch also came through with a feeling like they might be of unusual imp-
ortance. They seemed particularly relevent to the need for increasing people's awarness of Magic and stepping
up the Intercession . Down hero, I've got the rites worked out to where I can do them without a physica l
altar, just using a small globe of the Earth . When the rites become structured firmly enough in consciousness,
the need for a physical machine diminishes. The "grounding" seems to occur as a natural process. It seems
like my whole reason for being is wrapped up in these rites . With the ecstasy and love that is involved in them ,
it's hard to imagine doing anything else . Anhow, here's the channeling. (Love, Bill) .

AN EXPLANATION OF "NOT COMPROMISING WITH THE WORLD "

Most Spiritual Masters, including Jesus, have always taught entities to "be in the world, but not of it ." In
other words, "The world, the status quo, is here. For all its shortcomings, it is the established order . Be in
it, function in it, accept its existence . Recognize it as a reality. But uphold the higher precepts as you go about
your affairs of the world, and don't partake of the world's corruption . Be a light and an example in the world .'

All this is predicated on the world being a bona-fide, established order that is authorized to go on existin g
in its present form . And under that assumption, it is correct to teach entities to "be in it, but not of it ."

But at the level of 888, at the Law of the One, the present world system is n a r recognized as an acceptable
reality . The present world is founded on the concept of separation from God; it is rooted in illusion, in Maya ;
it is not rooted in Reality . Therefore, the present world order is not legitimate . It is artificial and anti-Christ .
It is a bogus, counterfeit system that cannot be reconciled to the New Age€ The New Order is founded on the
One Reality of God. It is rooted in the Immaculate Concept, the unity of all things as facets of the One Spirit .
The New Age is rooted in Reality, which is the Christhood manifest in all things, There is no concept of dual-
ity or separateness. Duality, the concept of a reality separate from God, is Maya, and is not recognized and
cannot, exist under the Immaculate Concept ,

The agents of 888 cannot go on personally being "in" the old order if they are to give their total energy
to the New. To go on with personal involvement in the old order, giving credibility to it, treating it as th e
authorized establishment, is a denial of the New Order . The agents of 888 simultaneously destroy their own
channel of High Magic . The agents came into the world to learn to become pure vessels for Magic. Their miss -
ion in the earth is to give 100% of their energy in channeling Magic for the New Age to manifest . Every tim e
they attempt to link themselves hack to the old system, they short-circuit their own channel and even destro y
previous gains made by the Light Forces. This gives energy to the anti-Christ and is an unwitting betrayal o f
all the Light Workers in the world .
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The agents of 888 are few in number, and they alone are charged by almighty God to have no personal
compromise with the old antichrist system . The agents do recognize that there are many Light Workers whose
mission is to be "in the world, but not of it ." And the agents do recognize that there has to be a period of
transition for the New Age to be phased in . And the agents can analyze the world condition from within an d
give evaluations of it from any level of consciousness. But this is not what is meant by "compromise ." 'Comp-
romise ' means personally fraternizing the old system, personally taking part in its version of reality ; in short ,
recognizing its right to exist . 888 recognizes no such right of the old order to go on existing.

These agents, in order to function as pure vessels of Magic, cannot afford the "spiritual prostitution" o f
having personal links with the old antichrist system . Through the working of Providence, there is a way the
agents could avoid short-circuiting their channel if they could find other Light Workers willing to be thei r
intermediaries . Through others who are "in the world, but not of it," a link could be established whereby th e
agents could fulfill their mission on Earth . If there are Light Workers who understand the position of th e
agents, they could be their logistical support if they want to . Under such an arrangement, the agents would
be free of compromising, and in return for the logistic .support, they could give written channelings and dis-
courses from Cosmic Consciousness.

If such an arrangement were acceptable, it would be a major cooperative venture helping to manifest the
New Age. (The agents would in no wise withold'any channelings in any case. )

TIHE REPENTANCE OF LUCIFE R

Among some groups there has arisen a contention about the repentance of Lucifer.
According to some devotees of the Ascended Masters, Lucifer was captured and taken before the 'Council

of 4 and 20 Elders' on Sirius, where he was sentenced to death and executed on the spot. This was supposed-
ly in April of 1975 .

On the surface , this seems to contradict the teaching that Rhee or Lucifer had repented some years earlier
and returned to the Godhead, absolved of all his sins. The plain fact is this : it was the astral shell of Rhyee
that was destroyed on Sirius in 1975. Rhyee's astral aspect, or shell, had been stalking the earth, leading and
inciting the ferment that led up to the Great Intercession which began in 1975 . That Intercession began with
the destruction of Rhyee's astral shell .

Also, the Ahriman, or Satan, has fled the earth for the present time, further weakening the antichris t
regime. In the Ascended Masters' teaching, there is a distinction between Lucifer and Satan ; they are two
separate beings. The 'Satan' was a high 'lieutenant' of Lucifer. This would agree with the concept of Rhyee
being a distinct entity from Ahriman . When the facts are squared, there is no contradiction in these teachings.

The entire management of the antichrist force was left in the hands of the 'Council of 13', and they are
rapidly losing their control of it . They cannot mold it into a cohesive unit any more . Its dismembered ten-
acles are still lashing and flailing, spitting venom wildly in every direction ; but its real power is gone . Lik e
arms of an octopus severed from the head, the antichrist is dying. And its grotesque, go-for-broke death
throes are the convulsions that are still wracking the earth .

The 'Council of 13' is as busy as a eat covering up shit, trying to patch the octopus back together again--
sort of like Humpty Dumpty . And that is why the Light Forces cannot. afford to slack off doing Magic an d
Intercession . The job of 'mopping up' is not finished until the last trace of the antichrist empire is gone fro m
the earth, whether that takes 10 years or 1000 years.

[Right now, we should be beaming especially high levels of Light into Poland] .

CONCERNING CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN CHANNEL S

It should be remembered that Cosmic Consciousness contains several distinct planes, or levels of Reality.
And the concepts of Truth vary markedly from one plane to another . Different channels are not always
speaking from the same level. And that is why there sometimes appear to be contradictions . But there are
no contradictions really . There . is only Truth perceived from different levels of consciousness.

Every level of Awarenessor Truth is represented in Cosmic Consciousness, beginning with the strict
duality of the fundamentalists (which is the consciousness of the old Te slament ), and reaching up to the
Onenessof the 8th plane . And properly understood, all the levels can be easily reconciled.

Each level of unfoidment is like the opening up of a folded roadmap, or the blooming of a bud into a
flower, as it says in the Bible, "From glory to glory " .

ED's Nutc ; For an introduction to Bill, please refer to Revelations of Awareness ,
No . 81-2 (A Search for Cod) ;$J .00 from C .A .( ;. Most newsletters from then on ,
contain some '1 .ettcrs from Bill' .

"LETTERS FROM BILL" are published periodically as a service to the C .A .C . membership and is published by Cosmi c
Awareness Communications, P .O . Box 115, Olympia, Washington, 88507 . Subscription rates and information on request .
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